district and as individual structures wherever they may be situated is widely acknowledged; recent ordinances commonly include both types of structures under the regulatory umbrella The question then becomes, does the legal justification for historic district regulation also support regulation of individual landmarks scattered throughout a city?
While the law of zoning serves as the principal precedent for historic district regulation and is a well-recognized exercise of the police power, it offers only partial support for regulation of isolated landmarks. If zoning is defined as the territorial division of a city according to uniformities of use within each division, 5 then the law of zoning will be of little service as precedent when a municipality regulates by ignoring districts and imposing controls on scattered structures. The Louisiana Supreme Court upheld the Vieux Carre regulations in City of New Orleans v. Pergament, precisely because they applied to a district: "The purpose of the ordinance is not only to preserve the old buildings themselves, but to preserve the antiquity of the whole French and Spanish quarter, the tout ensemble... ."' To this Court at least, the whole was greater than its parts.
Moreover, any attempt to justify regulation of isolated landmarks as part of a zoning scheme runs the risk of exposing the regulations to attack as spot zoning. The very antithesis of planned zoning, spot zoning is the arbitrary singling out of one parcel for treatment different than that accorded to surrounding parcels and it it universally condemned by all state courts as an improper exercise of the police power.
Court decisions in zoning cases do yield some arguments justifying the imposition of controls over isolated landmarks. Both the Louisiana Supreme Court in upholding the Vieux Carre ordinance and the Massachusetts Supreme Court in upholding the Nantucket Historic District Act referred to the value of the districts as tourist attractions. 1 The same reasoning will justify regulation of the individual landmark which itself is a tourist attraction, such as New York City's J. P. be justified in those states holding the more liberal view on the grounds that it promotes aesthetic objectives.
There are several possible approaches to regulating the isolated landmark in the context of a local zoning ordinance, and among these are the so-called "floating zone" and the "mini-district." These have much in common: they both are incorporated into the local zoning ordinance, both achieve substantially the same result, and both have misleading nomenclature.
These techniques are of fairly recent origin and were created in an attempt to give municipal authorities more flexibility in regulating individual uses of property with respect to location, site planning, and design. They are in part an attempt to maintain the strong federal and state constitutional mandates to secure uniformity in the application of regulations and to avoid the granting of special privileges and emoluments, while at the same time enabling a city to deal more flexibly and precisely with individual owners of property. Generally they are framed to meet the requirement in virtually all state zoning enabling acts that regulations affecting the use of property be uniform throughout each district.
The "floating zone," in reality, does not float. Essentially it is a zoning category, defined in the text of an ordinance, which has specified criteria for eligibility rather than a fixed geographical location. By adopting criteria for qualification, the governing body makes an advance statement of the terms and conditions under which it will rezone individual properties to the floating zone category at the request of any owner who can demonstrate at any time that his property meets the specified criteria. In the case of the floating landmark zone, the ordinance would also impose design and demolition controls, and possibly other requirements, on properties rezoned to the landmark category. At the time of enactment of the ordinance, individual properties might or might not be contemporaneously rezoned to the new dassification. Until rezoning occurred, nothing would show on the zoning map itself, and the text provisions in the ordinance would remain as a mere statement of intent by the governing body as to how it will deal with individual situations in the future. Thus the floating zone is basically a procedural device, affording the governing body an opportunity to announce prior to a rezoning what it will do when the criteria are met by the individual petitioner.
Although the floating zone was originally designed to deal with uses of property for which no precise location could be nailed down in advance-such as a shopping center and some types of housing development-it serves a wholly different purpose in municipal preservation programs. Most historic and aesthetic landmarks have a fixed location and are well known at the time the ordinance creating the floating zone is adopted. The floating landmark zone is employed in preservation programs as a selective tool to extend design and demolition controls to individually significant structures. It permits a technically qualified body, such as a landmarks commission, to decide on a case by case basis whether an individual property should be reclassified and regulated as a landmark. Thus, the New York City statute authorizes the Landmarks Preservation Commission to designate landmark structures as well as landmark districts on the basis of specified criteria of historical and architectural significance, and imposes design and demolition controls on both designated structures and districts.
The "mini-district" approach achieves exactly the same end result as the floating zone by establishing what are essentially one-or two-property special zoning districts encompassing one or several individually significant landmark structures. Procedurally, the establishment of the mini-district in the text of the ordinance might or might not be accompanied by the simultaneous rezoning of a number of individual properties to the new classification. Precise controls with respect to lot size, design and demolition, and the permitted uses of the property would be spelled out in detail in the district regulations. For all practical purposes, the mini-district would not be unlike any other zoning classification.
The terms "floating zone" and "mini-district" would be unimportant except that they serve to seriously mislead and confuse planners and lawyers alike. What is important is that both approaches are potentially capable of being unhorsed as "spot zoning," which is a third misleading term. To condemn a regulation as spot zoning is equivalent to saying that the governing body acted arbitrarily and capriciously in singling out one or two properties for demonstrably unequal treatment. Avoiding the stigma of spot zoning in this case must depend on the argument that it is not unequal, unreasonable, or arbitrary to treat historical properties differently from their unexceptional neighbors.'" Since the permitted distinctions in zoning classification usually rest upon the location of the property and the characteristics of the neighborhood rather than factors intrinsic to the property itself, courts must be persuaded to accept historical and aesthetic distinctions in addition to geographical ones.
Norfolk, Virginia, is one of a few cities to experiment with the "mini-district" approach, by proposing a new classification called the Historical and Cultural Conservation District." Norfolk seeks to minimize the spot zoning problem by requiring that petitions for rezoning property to the Historical and Cultural Conservation District may be put forth only by a public body (thereby avoiding any show of private gain) "for a purpose appropriate to comprehensive planning principles, and one which may indeed be a key element in the success of the comprehensive plan for the area."' 2 This is important in view of another typical requirement of most state zoning enabling acts, that the regulations must be "in accordance with a comprehensive plan." In this case the "comprehensive plan" or policy is to provide special treatment for historic landmarks wherever they are located, in a fashion analogous to zoning provisions sometimes found elsewhere allowing "mom-and-pop" grocery stores anywhere in the city including residential districts from which commercial uses would otherwise be excluded.
The feasibility of this approach would also seem to depend on the absence in the zoning enabling legislation of any minimum size requirement for a given district, plus, perhaps, local rules of construction favorable to the notion that the use of the term "buildings or places of historical interest" also includes the singular, or individual, building or place.
It should be noted, of course, that the use of the floating zone and the minidistrict in a landmark context have yet to be tested and approved in court.
II
PROTEcTrING THE LANDMARK OwNER's PROPERTY RIGHTS To their credit, preservationists approach design and demolition controls from the point of view of the community's need to preserve and maintain its areas and structures of historical, aesthetic, and cultural importance for future generations to enjoy. Legal, practical, and other considerations dictate that the ordinances creating design and demolition controls also be examined in terms of the landmark owner and the present enjoyment of his property rights. As used here, the term landmark owner includes the owner of an isolated landmark as well as the owner of a structure in an historic district.
Design and demolition controls infringe on and restrict the landmark owner's right to use his property. Changes in the exterior appearance of a landmark structure or the destruction of a landmark building and its replacement by a more profitable one cannot be undertaken without the prior approval of the regulatory agency administering the controls.' 3 All state courts have recognized, however, that police power regulations, such as zoning, may limit and restrict the use of real property for the common good of the community." 4 Ordinances imposing design and demolition controls on the activities of landmark owners within and outside of historic districts have been tested in the courts of Illinois, Louisiana, Massachusetts, and New York and upheld in each instance as valid and proper exercises of the police power. 15 even though a constitutional exercise of the police power, cast too substantial a burden on the individual landmark owner, they may constitute an unlawful invasion of his right of private property which would require the municipality to compensate the owner. 6 In order to determine whether an ordinance regulating design and demolition controls interferes with the manner in which the landmark owner uses his property to a degree amounting to a confiscation of the property, a court is likely to ask whether the design and demolition restrictions preclude use of the property for any purpose for which it is reasonably adapted." Merely depriving the owner of the most beneficial or profitable use of his property does not render the ordinance unconstitutional' 8 Preservationists must recognize and act on the fact that a landmark owner who is unreasonably restricted from altering or demolishing his landmark must either be compensated for the burden he is asked to carry in the public interest, or be freed from the restrictive regulations. Thus, a landmarks preservation ordinance must accommodate itself to the individual hardship situation. This is not only a mandate of the federal and state constitutions but also a practical, political necessity. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to persuade a city council to adopt an ordinance which does not contain some relief provisions. Councilmen tend to be sensitive to unduly burdensome restrictions which may result in unhappy constituents. If there are no relief provisions in the ordinance, the regulatory agency will meet stiff opposition both in designating the landmark and administering the controls. The net result will be a hostile group of owners and an ineffective agency.
A number of methods have been devised to adjust the landmark owner's property interest to the public's interest in preserving the structure. While many of these methods have been the subject of litigation, to date no preservation ordinance containing any of these adjustment provisions has been struck down as confiscatory.
It should be pointed out that in some rare instances the public interest may be deemed, legislatively at least, always to outweigh the private burden. The Schenectady, New York, ordinance assumes that pre-i925 buildings are of such importance to the community that demolition should be absolutely prohibited, unless the building has become a public safety hazard. 19 Probably the most common relief provision in landmark preservation ordinances is the requirement that an owner, who proposes to alter or demolish a building, must postpone his alteration or demolition plans for a specified period. What period of delay would be upheld by a court as reasonable cannot be answered with certainty. In some situations a postponement of one month might cause a substantial loss, whereas in others a postponement of one year might result only in inconvenience. The actual delay period stipulated in various ordinances, aside from any periods for filing documents, holding hearings, etc., varies widely from one municipality to another. Charleston, South Carolina, authorizes a three month delay; 20 Richmond, Virginia, stipulates six months; 2 New York City allows up to one year; 2 2 Madison, Wisconsin, sets six months for alterations and one year for demolitions;2 and Alexandria, Virginia, specifies time periods for pre-1846 buildings ranging from three months to twelve months, depending on the fair market value of the property involved 4 The purpose of the postponement is to afford an opportunity to the regulatory agency and other interested parties, both public and private, to reappraise the historical and aesthetic value of the landmark and to develop a feasible alternative preservation plan. The plan may be based upon the voluntary consent of the owner, as for example the sale of the property to a preservation-minded buyer, or acceptance of a restrictive covenant or a preservation easement. Or it may not require his consent, such as in a case where the municipality decides to exercise its power of eminent domain and acquire the landmark for public use.
The postponement approach carries with it the ultimate assurance to the owner that if he follows the statutory procedures, he will eventually be free of the restrictions. In spite of this obvious invitation to the owner simply to sit and wait out the prescribed period, it has proved to be an extremely useful preservation tool3P In the first place, the application procedures for a permit to alter or demolish open the door for the commencement of a preservation dialogue with the owner. Preservationists are alerted to the problem and are granted a grace period to organize private or public action to prevent irreparable loss. And finally, the determined owner soon finds himself centrally involved in the preservation process since he must cooperate with the regulatory agency in order to perfect his right to be free of the regulation. That involvement can be fatal to his alteration or demolition plan because it gives the agency an opportunity to educate the owner in terms of historic conservation and, perhaps, to change his point of view.
Various tax incentives offer another method for lightening the burden of the regulations on the landmark owner to the point where he will be willing and able to comply with the regulations. Chicago has put forth still another method of relief in an ordinance which provides that the owner who wishes to alter or demolish his landmark has the right to compel the city to decide whether it will exercise its power of eminent domain and compensate the owner, or whether it will release him from the regulations7 The owner is also required to postpone his plans to alter or demolish for a specified period in order to permit the Chicago City Council to take such action 2 The Chicago approach can be carried one step further by establishing in advance a measurable point at which the burden of the restrictions will be deemed to be too heavy for the owner to bear. Once that point is reached, the municipality must then take the initiative and decide whether it wishes to pay compensation or release the owner from the restrictions. The New York City ordinance embodies this concept of an objective standard to determine when the restrictions constitute a "taking," and provides for action to be taken by the regulatory agency to alleviate the affected property owner's hardship. If the owner of a New York landmark can show that he cannot realize a reasonable return from his property--"reasonable return" is defined as a net annual return of 6% on the current assessed value of his property-he thereby imposes an obligation on the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission. to devise a preservation plan, which may include tax exemptions or acquisition by the city, within a specified time period. 20 If the city's efforts do not produce positive results, the owner is at liberty to proceed without the encumbrance of the regulations. In 1966 the New York Supreme Court upheld this general approach in Manhattan Club v. Landmarks Preservation Commission, stating that "the statute is not confiscatory. Petitioner is free to do as it pleases with the interior of the building. It is guaranteed a reasonable return on its investment.
And if no plan can be devised to materialize this guarantee, it may make such changes as it wishes. ' 0
CONCLUSION
As one observer has noted, "Preservation, like any other form of zoning, involves a close and difficult balancing of public necessity and private interest." 3 " Preservation problems created by design and demolition controls can and must be solved in a manner which accommodates the interests of the community to those of the landmark owner. While there is a paucity of specific judicially-endorsed guidelines to aid in reaching these solutions, there are a multitude of legislative precedents and techniques available for protecting both the landmarks and the landmark owner's property rights. 
